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Elderly California woman, 90, FIRED
from her volunteering position of 60
years at MS nonprofit because she 'did
not understand pronouns' despite
previously winning multiple awards

Fran Itkoff, 90, says she was forced to step down from the National Multiple
Sclerosis Society because she did not understand what pronouns meant 
Itkoff had volunteered for the nonprofit support group for multiple sclerosis
patients for 60 years
An email from the group accused her of violating the MS Society's Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion guidelines

By DOLORES CHANG FOR DAILYMAIL.COM
PUBLISHED: 02:18 EST, 15 February 2024 | UPDATED: 07:51 EST, 15 February 2024

A 90-year-old California woman was fired from her volunteering position at the
National Multiple Sclerosis (MS) Society because she 'did not understand pronouns,'
despite previously winning multiple awards from the nonprofit group.

Fran Itkoff had been volunteering for the MS Society, a nonprofit support group for
multiple sclerosis patients, for 60 years before she was removed. 

Although her dedication to the MS Society had been recognized over the years, the
group recently forced her to step down after she asked what pronouns meant. 

'I was confused. I didn't know what it was and what it meant,' Itkoff said of her first
reaction when she was asked to use pronouns in her email signature.

Itkoff's husband, a patient with MS, was running the Long Beach Lakewood MS
support group before he died 20 years ago, she said in an interview with the Libs of
TikTok. 

Fran Itkoff, 90, was fired from her volunteering position at the National Multiple Sclerosis (MS)
Society because she 'did not understand pronouns,' despite previously winning multiple
awards from the nonprofit group
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Itkoff had been volunteering for the MS Society, a nonprofit support group for multiple
sclerosis patients, for 60 years before she was removed

Although her dedication to the MS Society had been recognized over the years, the group
recently forced her to step down after she asked what pronouns meant
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Itkoff took over her husband's position and volunteered for the nonprofit
organization for the next couple of decades until a representative reached out to her
recently. 

The representative, who has not been named, reportedly asked Itkoff to use her
pronouns, but she did not understand what it meant.  

The 90-year-old woman said: 'I had seen it on a couple of letters that had come in
after the person's name. But I didn't know what it meant.' 

'So when I finally talked to her, I asked what it meant... And she said that meant they
were all inclusive, which didn't make sense to me.'

'Because it sounds like you are labeling for females, not males, if you are just putting
in she/her.' 
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A few days later, she received an email accusing her of violating the MS Society's
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion guidelines.

'Unfortunately, based on the situation, we have made the difficult decision to have
you step down from your volunteer position, effective immediately,' the email reads. 

Itkoff said: 'I was completely shocked. I can't believe... I had to read it a couple of
times to see if I'm getting what she said.' 

Elle Hamilton, Itkoff's daughter, said: 'To me it's ironic, because they are saying they
are inclusive, but they are excluding a 90-year-old disabled woman who has
volunteered for 60 years.'

'And literally the sole purpose was to help the MS patients and find a cure. That's
literally all she does,' Hamilton added. 

Itkoff's husband, a patient with MS, was running the Long Beach Lakewood MS support group
before he passed away 20 years ago, she said in an interview with the Libs of TikTok

Itkoff took over her husband's position and volunteered for the nonprofit organization for the
next couple of decades until a representative reached out to her recently

National MS Society Forces 90-Year-Old Volunteer To Step Down OveNational MS Society Forces 90-Year-Old Volunteer To Step Down Ove……
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Share or comment on this article: Elderly California woman, 90, FIRED from her
volunteering position of 60 years at MS nonprofit because she 'did not understand
pronouns' despite previously winning multiple awards

The interview with Itkoff has since gone viral on social media, with users tagging the
organization and demanding comments and an apology. 

One user wrote on X: 'Are you aware that Fran Itkoff, age 90, a Long Beach, CA,
volunteer of 60 years(!) was let go of her duties because she did not understand the
reason for the new fashion of adding one’s pronouns to communications? 

'This is ageism, compelled speech, and awfully disappointing. Is your corporate
team aware of the message this sends out to patients, donors, sponsors, and of
course, your remaining volunteers?' 

'MS is not a political issue. Don’t let it become one for the sake of “inclusivity.” Take
care of Fran Itkoff. Apologize, reinstate her with honors, and have a good chat with
the representative who let her go,' the user wrote. 

Another person wrote: Not another dollar to the MS Society until they reinstate Fran
Itkoff and publicly apologize for their abusive treatment of this 90-year-old
dedicated volunteer.' 

DailyMail.com has reached out to the MS Society for further information and
comments.  
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camco, Winnipeg, Canada, 5 hours ago

I can think of a few words to describe the person who fired her and none of them are pronouns.

ReplyNew Comment 21725
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Fredmina, Savannah, United States, 4 hours ago

I bet the Karen that complained has short blue hair.
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Keshave, London, United Kingdom, 2 hours ago

Extreme CRT pushed by Ivy league academia likes of Harvard Kennedy School at play

117

Click to rate

LivingInEurope, Haarlem, Netherlands, 2 hours ago

The person who fired here probably talks a lot about tolerance, acceptance and inclusivity.

215
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lifted eyebrow, Mitten state, United States, 2 hours ago

Diversity in everything but thought!

96
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IshDontMeanish, USA, United States, 29 minutes ago

Ahh diversity inclusion and tolerance at play here why not just send her to an education cam

26

Click to rate

tells the truth, manchester, United Kingdom, 29 minutes ago

I really want someone to ask me my pronouns so I can tell it fork and off

23
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NeverLiberal, Trashville, United States, 5 hours ago

NO Reasonable People understand the Stupid Pronouns!!! Insanity!!! I REFUSE to use them!!!

ReplyNew Comment 51350

Click to rate

DaveBerman76, Los Angeles, United States, 3 hours ago

Leftists believe all humans are equal, so you are not allowed to hurt another person's
feelings. This sounds "nice" on the surface, but free speech gets taken away. They ignore
biological science. Males have longer and more dense bones, a larger lung capacity, and
more testosterone. Leftists still want them in women's sports. This is an ideology that gets
spread in schools and in the media. Look for "They Teach Wokness To Children" for a
video.
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Sissy, Lausanne, 48 minutes ago

Well, I'm a "leftist" if what you mean by that is Democrat and I didn't add pronouns to my
LinkedIn profile. I know what I am and really don't give a rat's @$$ what other people
think I may or may not be.
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figgypuddington, Gold Coast Australia, United States, 5 hours ago

Poor lady was an easy target for someone looking to get her position.

2 of 4 replies See all replies

ReplyNew Comment 81115
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Eli, Cdn, Canada, 2 hours ago

@EffieA - I've got over a decade here in Canada volunteering for them. They just asked
me to help them with their May 5k and 10k runs, they got a no just for this reason.
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JayRa, York, United States, 11 minutes ago

I really hate this because my Mom had ms and was active in the MS Society and I
donated and volunteered as well. I hope this comes out as a rogue chapter staffer's
decision and not a top down decision. This disease does not care about pronouns, you
would think anyone shouldn't either, when it comes to the search for a cure.
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Lacaramela007 Gotti, New York, United States, 5 hours ago

Can't stand these peep with their damn pronouns! It's such BS!

2 of 3 replies See all replies
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IshDontMeanish, USA, United States, 22 minutes ago

Down right cultish!

010
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The IronGnome, Tampa, United States, 20 minutes ago

It's presumptuous when people add pronouns. They assume I will have any interest
talking about them. It's egocentric, superficial and obnoxious. I would be embarrassed to
tell people who didn't ask. And if people can't tell, you need a better haircut.

18

Juanton, San Antonio, United States, 5 hours ago

Not everyone lives in an lbgtq culture, and their non-lbgtq culture and language should be
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respected also.
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Anonymous 123456, Anywhere, United States, 5 hours ago

Best common sense comment ever
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Click to rate

Joel Matherson, Blue Mountains, Australia, 4 hours ago

My mum is the same age and she has no idea what asking her what her pronouns are mean
either! Fran is even more advanced than her as she couldnt have received a termination em
shes never used a computer or mobile phone in her life!
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WyIder, Boulder, United States, 5 hours ago

Sad truth is this sensible 90 year old woman cant relate to younger Millennials and older Gen Z
and their weird woke lingo and snowflake mentality.
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edge2008, Acton, United States, 5 hours ago

Liberals are lunatics
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ReplyNew Comment 14653

Click to rate

Ajaxma, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 1 hour ago

Most alphabet people are mentally unstable.

229

Click to rate

GiveReasonAChance, Durham, United States, 34 minutes ago

Authoritarians and tyrants.

06

Click to rate

welshpatriot63, Tampa, Australia, 5 hours ago

Don't worry...only the mentally insane understand the concept of preferred pronouns. in the real
world there are only two sets boys have one set and girls have another. They also match the
chromosomes in every cell of the body and what is between their legs. simple. She doesn't have
an issue and should not apologise to the insane.

ReplyNew Comment 6519

Click to rate

Wokeless, Midlands, United Kingdom, 5 hours ago

Boycott the charity, full stop!

ReplyNew Comment 3497

Click to rate

KlausIsYourDaddy, Miami, United States, 5 hours ago

Totally agree, let the pronouns pay the CEO's wage which as we know is far too much.

0124

Click to rate

Richard NW, Heysham, United Kingdom, 5 hours ago

silly response. This is the action of one manager who is behaving like the managers in the
Post Office. They would probably have done exactly the same over any other minor policy
matter.
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Click to rate

John Newton, Penrhyn Bay, United Kingdom, 5 hours ago

Couldnt understand this article at all when I read the headline I honestly thought it was the
grammar police in action, then read further & discoverd it was far worse like some dystopian
nightmare.

ReplyNew Comment 1413

Click to rate

Smokehouse3333, Everywhere, United States, 8 minutes ago

Not the grammar police but the thought police.

01

Click to rate

pharmrlee, Savannah, United States, 6 minutes ago

Exactly. I wish it were 1984 the year not the book

01

Click to rate

Rejinald, Los Angeles, United States, 3 hours ago

This woman, a volunteer for 60 years, didn't understand wokeness, so she was fired. Her bosses
didn't understand dedication, service, love and kindness. What heartless souls.

ReplyNew Comment 5317

Click to rate

RKK64, Midwest, United States, 3 hours ago

Stated perfectly.
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GinB, Antwerp, Belgium, 5 hours ago

What a great way to encourage a lack of any interest, or donations towardd your "woke spoke"
cause!

ReplyNew Comment 0250

Click to rate

jbanj, River City, United States, 5 hours ago

Division Exclusion Ignorance.

ReplyNew Comment 0224

Click to rate

Anonymous 123456, Anywhere, United States, 5 hours ago

Exactly

038

Click to rate

Jim632, Dem shthole, United States, 5 hours ago

Really sad when you consider this is the future of America. .

ReplyNew Comment 1204

Click to rate

Anonymous 123456, Anywhere, United States, 5 hours ago

The world, not just America
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Click to rate

Ok Reniets, Chicago, United States, 23 minutes ago

It's the present: the future is sadly already here.

00

Click to rate

Sue, Fort Collins, 5 hours ago

woke stupidity strikes again

ReplyNew Comment 2195

Click to rate

TurboT25, Everywhere, United Kingdom, 5 hours ago

No such thing as pronouns you are either male or female and anything else is nonsense. Don't use
their nonsense terms as you are giving them power...

ReplyNew Comment 1186

Click to rate

FactsRfriends, FreeStateof Florida, United States, 5 hours ago

What did we learn. Your time on earth is limited . Don't give anyone anymore of your life then is
required because they'll soon find some liberal policy to stab you in the back with. Libs are a stain
on society.

ReplyNew Comment 6170

Click to rate

Knollwood921, Caseyville, United States, 5 hours ago

Outrageous! This needs to stop! We need to take America back and restore our freedom of
speech!

ReplyNew Comment 0166

Click to rate

England is, like, Albania, 5 hours ago

Wishing her the very best.

ReplyNew Comment 1165

Click to rate

Blue Wolf, London, United Kingdom, 5 hours ago

We have hit the time when Political and religious beliefs are more important that duty to your fellow
human being, society as we know is starting to crumble under the weight of being seen to be the
right person by a large section of the controlling media.

ReplyNew Comment 1154

Click to rate

etc etc, Somewhere, United States, 4 hours ago

Itkoff's daughter said: "It's ironic, because they are saying they are inclusive, but they are excluding
a 90-year-old disabled woman who has volunteered for 60 years." -- Hit the nail on the head!

ReplyNew Comment 0146

Click to rate

Mac-Clashy, Lincoln, United Kingdom, 5 hours ago

That email is cold, how on earth can they treat a 90 year old volunteer like that - its shameful I
hope their donations suffer as a result of this utter coldness and evil

ReplyNew Comment 1145

Click to rate

Bigman 61, LALA Land, Saint Pierre And Miquelon, 5 hours ago

When will this nonsense end?

ReplyNew Comment 1142

Click to rate

GabbyRed, Raleigh, United States, 5 hours ago

Anyone over the age of 50 just needs to non-participate in life. No money toward organizations and
no money toward most businesses as we can do. We just need to remove ourselves from these
woke idiots. Let them have their way, but do not support them in any way whatsoever. Bye, Felicia.
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NYtoFla, WesternNYS, United States, 3 hours ago

Trust me Fran. You wouldn't want to be around those weird people anyways.

ReplyNew Comment 0124

Click to rate

Sadie5616Max, Boston, United States, 3 hours ago

Liberals... if they can't RUN your life, they will RUIN your life.

2 of 4 replies See all replies

ReplyNew Comment 2121

Click to rate

Spanet Po, canton, United States, 2 hours ago

Yes, that's why Republicans have taken control of a woman's body and the right to have
an abortion after the baby has died inside her! Make her wait until 9 months are up risking
her life from getting infected by dead fetus!
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LoveTheConstitution, Around, United States, 2 hours ago

Spanet, lie.

112

Click to rate

ViolaLeeBlues, Yonder, United States, 3 hours ago

No one understands the 421954 different pronouns that exist now....

ReplyNew Comment 1113

Click to rate

fair call, by me in, Australia, 3 hours ago

thats yesterdays total, it hasnt been updated today yet
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Click to rate

Lemur62, New York, United States, 5 hours ago

Disgusting, disgraceful and abhorrent. Shame on that company!!!

ReplyNew Comment 1106

Click to rate

Scorpiowoman, Edgewater, United States, 4 hours ago

Sorry Fran. We are with you. I will never use a pronoun to address a person or be forced to.

ReplyNew Comment 1106

Click to rate

OIe Boy, london, United Kingdom, 4 hours ago

why did you say 'Person' instead of 'male or female' do you use pron0uns?
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Click to rate

TheEllenRipley, Limbo, United States, 3 hours ago

Yeah, my pronouns would be: FU.

ReplyNew Comment 0103

Click to rate

Pam Reyburn, JAXville, United States, 3 hours ago

Those in the pronoun debate, want tolerance....why wasn't this extended to THIS Woman??

ReplyNew Comment 2103

Click to rate

intellectualmenace, Boomtown, New Zealand, 3 hours ago

Because she was intolerant of education.

452

Click to rate

GnomeHome, Main St., United States, 3 hours ago

If you put pronouns after your name, I automatically know what kind of person you are

ReplyNew Comment 2101

Click to rate

icebreaker, Wirral, United Kingdom, 5 hours ago

Pro noun off - idiots !!

ReplyNew Comment 198

Click to rate

Brutemegahunk, Phoenix, United States, 4 hours ago

Again, Leftists ruin everything.

ReplyNew Comment 498

Click to rate

TheFoolOnTheHill, Darlington, United Kingdom, 3 hours ago

yep.. especially good at ruining other peoples lives. The tables are turning. Normality will
resume of calamity will replace.

018

DeeDee1957, Nelson, New Zealand, 5 hours ago

No understanding of the aged and this changing world? No donation.
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Criches1984, Walsall, United Kingdom, 4 hours ago

These people can no longer claim that they are marginalised, if you have to power to 'cancel'
someone over something like this then you are privileged. Just because you want to be called
something it's my right to decide not to play into your delusions.

ReplyNew Comment 195

Click to rate

CoronadoRose, San Diego, United States, 3 hours ago

Shame on this Foundation and shame on the person who had the audacity to report a 90 year old
woman from her position to be spiteful. Then they wonder why no one likes them or their pronouns.
This story is infuriating.
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DDctro, Bizarro Usa, United States, 3 hours ago

She's better off! Pronouns are mental instability..

ReplyNew Comment 193

Click to rate

lilaleigh, Boston, United States, 2 hours ago

I will never donate to MS again. This is the sickest, most hateful and cruel piece of so-called
diversity to date. Who really got hurt here?

ReplyNew Comment 193

Click to rate

KDub, Los Angeles, 4 hours ago

She shouldn't have to understand something idiotic and completely nonsensical! I even feel badly
that she was subjected to someone trying to explain the idiocy. The MS Society is an utter failure
for this treatment of a TRULY valuable individual.

ReplyNew Comment 191

Click to rate

GaspingBreathMedia, nothing left of, United States, 4 hours ago

It's okay lady, I don't understand them and refuse to play along and use them too.

ReplyNew Comment 190

Click to rate

lostinspace67, Anywhere., United Kingdom, 4 hours ago

Poor woman. Stupid organisation.

ReplyNew Comment 189

Click to rate

Jennah., Smalltown, United States, 1 hour ago

Why in the world are people being forced to use pronouns in their signature? This is uncalled for!
Only people that want to use them should.

ReplyNew Comment 187
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Hecky Burst, Bristol, United Kingdom, 3 hours ago

This poor lady has had a large incentive to stay alive and be useful, taken away from her. Charities
are very toxic environments these days. I was recently fired from one (as a paid employee) for not
apparently 'buying into' DEI initiatives. I don't recall the subject ever coming up in my day-to-day
work with customers, but someone clocked me 'rolling my eyes' at a conversation about pronouns,
and I was summarily fired. I have been unemployed ever since. These people are normalising
bullying behaviours, groupthink, and zero tolerance. They are, in fact, everything they claim to
hate.

ReplyNew Comment 187
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USGrandma, Missouri, United States, 4 hours ago

No doubt a decision made by a desk jockey who doesn't know a fraction of what Fran knows about
the organization and MS and who does nothing all day but police for perceived slights and
offenses. One of those people who hide with a notebook and pen in bathroom stalls, hoping to
overhear something she can report immediately. People with MS do need help but surely there's
another MS organization that worries more about their mission than their pronouns.
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Pencil9900, Ooltewah, United States, 3 hours ago

DEI=Dumb equality issues! Has the world gone insane? There are only two genders, male and
females. The rest are pretend genders. Hell, I could pretend I'm a giraffe even though I'm 5'6". Get
real people. We used to call these people crossdressers. If they want to do that, I do not have a
problem until you try to ram it down my throat. Pretending to be something does not make it real.
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Paisley13, Hamilton, United States, 3 hours ago

Well said!
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Stinkybinky213, Fart town, United States, 3 hours ago

Neo pronouns insist you call the person as if they are an animal if that's how they identify.

03
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Tbrink, St Louis, United States, 2 hours ago

The left is a cancer that spreads into everything and eventually destroys institutions. It is
happening everywhere.

ReplyNew Comment 285

IH8StupidPpl, Buffalo, United States, 50 minutes ago
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The MS Society just Budweisered themselves.

ReplyNew Comment 84
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Yelit, Exeter, United Kingdom, 3 hours ago

Why should people be forced into joining in with someone else's identity crisis? They are either
male or female, they might think they are something else, but they aren't. If we are forced to accept
their viewpoint, they should be forced to accept other people's views too.

ReplyNew Comment 084
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Tascott, Tascott, Australia, 4 hours ago

DEI bullying a 90 year old lady sadly this is the new world that nutjobs have created and we all
have to follow.

ReplyNew Comment 384

Click to rate

NYtoFla, WesternNYS, United States, 4 hours ago

No we don't! Eff the pronouns. Call them what they really are. "Its".
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Dyslexic1, Manchester, United Kingdom, 4 hours ago

I would rather go to prison than be made to say pronouns that do not exist only in a figment of
ones imagination.
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Buddy72, Kansas City, United States, 2 hours ago

I can just picture the fragile pronouner laughing and celebrating their "win" against this woman. It's
how those people are.

ReplyNew Comment 083

Click to rate

Legz Akimbo, Royston Vasey, United Kingdom, 4 hours ago

My preferred pronoun is fu

ReplyNew Comment 183

Click to rate

Trixie from Lowell, Lowell, United States, 3 hours ago

Haha... now that's funny!
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Click to rate

Trusted Source, Everywhere, Canada, 4 hours ago

Shame on the MS Society for not supportimg such a long time volunteer. I hope that they lose
funding and volunteers.

ReplyNew Comment 183
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youdontsay2, The burg, United States, 3 hours ago

Well that's a charity I won't be donating to any further. Just another Budweiser moment

ReplyNew Comment 183
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Cantbelieve2369, Somewhere, United States, 3 hours ago

We shouldn't have to understand them ! What this world has come to !!

ReplyNew Comment 283
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BerniceA, Realville, United States, 51 minutes ago

Just because you CHOOSE to assign these pronouns to your name does not require the rest of us
to abide by your wishes and address you as such.

ReplyNew Comment 080
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not-surprised, just- suspicious, United States, 3 hours ago

We are in the midst of a hostile takeover and DEI is the tool used to take over corporations.
Consider it to invite the communists into your company.
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coleman914, Ktown, 4 hours ago

If someone asked me what my pronouns were, I'd immediately lose all respect for them and
consider them to be an idiot not worth talking to.
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junchelseafan, Baltimore, United States, 2 hours ago

There should be a law against losing employment if you choose to not participate in this pronoun
BS, I still find the crap confusing and I'm far from her age. I think it's the dumbest crap ever! Why,
because we are all only male or female. Love,hate, feel however you want. The truth is the truth.

ReplyNew Comment 078

Click to rate

Tom611, Boston, United States, 2 hours ago

Congratulations, Wokies! Proved your point to some well-meaning 90 year old lady. Happy now?
Pat yourselves on the back that you've confused everyone with your
him/her/them/xim/zim/whatever else you've decided is a pronoun. Ya did it!
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OIe Boy, london, United Kingdom, 3 hours ago

Pronouns were just an excuse. They removed her because she's white.

ReplyNew Comment 678

Click to rate

Xris1974, Greensboro, United States, 48 minutes ago

Outrageous. It kills me these people who want to use different pronouns want us to understand
them but don't take the time to understand a 90 year old wouldn't get it. I'm 49 and I don't get it.

2 of 3 replies See all replies
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MineOpine, MYOB, United States, 42 minutes ago

The perpetually offended "woke" Left derive much of their self-esteem from the notion that
they are morally superior to "those people" (anyone who has a different opinion on ANY
issue). No insult goes too far and no punishment (boycotts, loss of job, shunning, actual
physical vi0lence, etc.) is too severe in their eyes. As they destroy people who've done
nothing wrong, they maintain a high opinion of themselves as good and righteous. They
don't see how mean and horrible they really are. This gives them a sense of power, as
does casting themselves as the victim of FALSE h8 crimes. That's why there are so many
of them.
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Teresa1066, Cape Town, South Africa, 35 minutes ago

There's nothing to "get". It's lunacy.
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medavinci53, Greenwich, United States, 4 hours ago

This is so horrific. These people are morally bankrupt. We have no country left.

ReplyNew Comment 177

Click to rate

My-2-Cents-Worth, Flyover Country, United States, 2 hours ago

DEI: Discrimination, Exclusion & Intolerance.

ReplyNew Comment 076

Click to rate

Bobby Signal, Pyongang, Canada, 2 hours ago

Division, Exclusion and Indoctrination.
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justher, NYC , United States, 2 hours ago

The fact that these "pronouns" are being shoved down our throats is insane! Call YOURSELF what
you want stop trying to force it upon everyone else!

ReplyNew Comment 076

Click to rate

Barry G, Hau Hin, Thailand, 2 hours ago

Well said. Political Correctness gone mad.
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Getyerhaha, Wilmington, United States, 47 minutes ago

What if I don't want to play this stupid pronoun game?

ReplyNew Comment 074
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Teresa1066, Cape Town, South Africa, 40 minutes ago

Then you join the 98% of the world's population who ignore it completely.
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Chris1180, Atlanta Georgia, United States, 3 hours ago

Sounds like the person who fired her was more into making things center around themselves than
the actual cause. The pendulum has swung so far away from the original intention of DEI that
people now have completely lost sight of what it is supposed to mean and only look at it as a way
to exclude people.

ReplyNew Comment 074

Click to rate

Joanie, Philadelphia, 5 hours ago

The DEI police in action. Hope they enjoyed crushing the spirit of a 90 year old and drying up
donations to their organization. Their intolerance is on view for all to see.

ReplyNew Comment 074

Click to rate

Richard NW, Heysham, United Kingdom, 5 hours ago

This is the action of one manager who is obviously not fit for purpose.
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magicsibs, Nashville, United States, 5 hours ago

Amen to that'
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Shaking my head here, SoCal, Western Sahara, 57 minutes ago
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Super Bowl
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Patrick Mahomes says
'they all doubted us!'
Celebrated their big win

LIVE

Kylie Jenner goes
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post as she prepares to
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Blanca
Blanco poses in a tiny
heart-print bikini for
Valentine's Day as she
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diet hack that allows her
to eat desserts

EXCLUSIVE

Jennifer Lopez 'can't
protect' her blended
brood of five 'techie
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Mark Wahlberg
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backlash
He spoke of 'the Lord'

Tristan Thompson is
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they spot him liking
racy video of Kanye
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nearly naked outfit
Khloe Kardashian's ex 

Blake Lively, 36,
makes rare appearance
with older sister, Karate
Kid 3 actress Robyn
Lively, 52, at Michael
Kors' fall 2024 show at
NYFW
Sister is an actress too 
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So now the fight for pronouns has eclipsed the fight against multiple sclerosis?

ReplyNew Comment 73

Click to rate

Bizbody, Out in the sticks, United Kingdom, 4 hours ago

Pron ouns fad will eventually run its course and 'di e' out... unfortunately, there are too many
people who have suffered the wrath of the few an gry people...

ReplyNew Comment 273
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Mark Skoda, Memphis, United States, 52 minutes ago

Take your pronouns and shove them up your noun.

ReplyNew Comment 072

Click to rate

Momof5boyz, Nowhereland, United States, 4 hours ago

We have donated for years to MS. After reading this. I felt sick to my stomach. My heart broke for
this lovely lady. Our donations to MS. Would be used better for another foundation. That treat their
volunteers with appreciation.

ReplyNew Comment 172
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Teresa1066, Cape Town, South Africa, 42 minutes ago

Wow. Woke GenZs must surely be the most judgemental, most intolerant generation EVER.

ReplyNew Comment 172
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Latinass, San Francisco, United States, 17 minutes ago

It's not the Gen Z!
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catlover1993, Dallas, United States, 14 minutes ago

DEI proving what it really is: a hate movement.

ReplyNew Comment 071

Click to rate

Flyswatter, Chicago, United States, 2 hours ago

There goes the inclusivity myth. Here we exclude someone who really doesnt understand due to
age and when they come in asking in an open manner they got excluded

ReplyNew Comment 070
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Alwayshonest75, The Moon, United States, 2 hours ago

Well said.
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Awesome...A, The Land down under the, United States, 3 hours ago

This is so wrong... The woke are so hateful.

ReplyNew Comment 170
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Mike985, Wherever, United States, 27 minutes ago

This lady isn't the one confused. The morons who wanted her to identify them with the "proper"
pronouns are the ones who can't figure out who or what they are.

ReplyNew Comment 170
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Ex MetCop, In the sunshine, Turkey, 2 hours ago

Virtue signalling. So much for treating everyone appropriately instead of 'all the same'. How do you
expect a 90 year old to get their head around pronouns? Sure no offence was intended. Seems
like simple age discrimination to me. 60 years of volunteering. I hope there is a boycott of tge
damn

ReplyNew Comment 069

Click to rate

rwilymz, edwardsville, United States, 2 hours ago

It's not virtue signalling. It's virtue masterbayshun.
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Adrift at Sea, The Sea, United States, 4 hours ago

I have always donated to The Multiple Sclerosis Foundation. NEVER WILL THEY GET ANOTHER
DIME FROM ME! I have no problem with ppl using pronouns of their choosing. I have a huge
problem with what they did to this woman.

ReplyNew Comment 069

Click to rate

Cinderellus, Truro, United Kingdom, 4 hours ago

Now the Multiple Socialism Foundation.
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LG, New Jersey, 5 hours ago

Pathetic. Absolutely pathetic behavior. The world has gone mad when pronouns are more
important than people.
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jemmas1102, Emerald City, United States, 4 hours ago
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reunion tour 10 years
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performance - but fans
rage at process for
getting tickets
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on her Southwest
Airlines flight back from
the Super Bowl to
Kansas City
Travis Kelce's mother 

Kathy Griffin posts
scathing message
about romance holiday
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she's 'getting divorced':
'F**k Valentine's Day'
She's not a fan of V Day 

Sabrina Carpenter
models a pink top and
tiny shorts as she talks
with rapper Kevin
Abstract about their
friendship: 'It is a gift
from God'
Singer flaunted her legs 

Ashlee Simpson
reveals she raids her
husband Evan Ross'
closet as the pair hit
New York Fashion
Week: 'He has a great
collection of coats!'
Power couple at NYFW

Star Wars actor Billy
Dee Williams lifts the lid
on his WILD love life -
from losing his virginity
at 17 to a woman TWICE
his age to threesomes
and his open marriage
"Sparks' with Diana Ross 

Star Trek always
begins with a Captain's
Log and set of numbers.
Are the numbers
meaningful or are they
random?
We reveal the answer 

Brittany Mahomes
jokes Patrick 'didn't
forget' Valentine's Day
as the quarterback
hands his wife a rose
while celebrating at
Kansas City's Super
Bowl parade

Who is Melissa
Stratton? Meet Hot
Ones host Sean Evans'
new porn star girlfriend
He was all smiles with his
new girlfriend Melissa
Stratton in Las Vegas

Secrets
from  the set of Jennifer
Lopez's Prime Video
film This Is Me... Now: A
Love Story - singer
showed off INCREDIBLE
improv skills 

EXCLUSIVE

Shaquille O'Neal tells
Kanye West to 'stop
b****in and snitchin' as
the NBA legend
suggests rapper
snubbed him at the
Super Bowl
'Man up lil boy', he said 

Johnny Depp's
bromance with MBS:
Pair have a 'genuine
connection' and actor
has 'become a believer
that Saudi Arabia is in
the midst of a cultural
revolution'

Todd Chrisley and his
wife Julie 'unable to
contact one another on
Valentine's Day' as they
fulfill sentences at
separate prisons
Couple pulled apart

Dunkin' doubles down
on Ben Affleck's Super
Bowl success by
releasing 'DunKings'
song he, Tom Brady and
Matt Damon performed
in hilarious ad

Mark
Wahlberg proudly
shows off the Ash
Wednesday cross on
his forehead while
arriving to the GMA
Studios in NYC... after 
Valentine's Day tribute

Amy Schumer reveals
Valentine's Day gift to
husband Chris Fischer
as she talks Life And
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Liberals literally do not care about other people despite their claims to the contrary. They are
deranged.
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MzeeKijana, Norwich, United Kingdom, 3 hours ago

The pronoun people - modern day naztis who attack all who will not accept their bizarre and
twisted culture

ReplyNew Comment 069
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BK, Pgh, United States, 3 hours ago

They are doing to ppl what they they say was done to them. Hypocrites of the highest
level.
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Marcello3118, Freedomville, United States, 3 hours ago

Talk about marginalizing someone. Disgusting behavior. Few things irritate me more than
ungratefulness and disloyalty.
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TomC123z, Los Angeles, United States, 11 minutes ago

Free volunteers who work tirelessly for nothing vs. Expensive liberal bureaucrat office workers with
nothing better to do and clock out at 4:59 pm everyday

ReplyNew Comment 068
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Wheres_common_sense, Syracuse, United States, 6 minutes ago

Expensive liberal bureaucrat office workers are hurt by words
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Carn Waxler, Europe, 3 hours ago

What did anyone expect? Too many organizations are now run by bullies and narcissists from
"special" groups who insist on the power to control everything and anything people do -- usually in
the name of "inclusion".

ReplyNew Comment 168
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Etiquette, New York City, United States, 1 hour ago

Sickening!! The persons who fired her should be fired!!

ReplyNew Comment 168
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GetIntoTheGroove, Merritt Island, United States, 1 hour ago

Or slapped
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magicsibs, Nashville, United States, 5 hours ago

This is disgraceful. Don't solicit donations from me. It's elder abuse.

ReplyNew Comment 168
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Ex MetCop, In the sunshine, Turkey, 2 hours ago

If you want a definition of ingratitude, this is about it.

ReplyNew Comment 067
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RipRap, Los Angeles, United States, 4 hours ago

Me neither Fran.
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Lyn Oprinca, Mansfield, United States, 4 hours ago

People need to get a grio. They use their own pet peeve shorthand and expect everyone to know
what the hell they mean. Learn to speak freaking ENGLISH. No wonder she was confused. They
are so ageist, entitled and in the wrong. I cant believe this will stand. Pronoun definition plural
noun: pronouns a word that can function by itself as a noun phrase and that refers either to the
participants in the discourse (e.g., I, you ) or to someone or something mentioned elsewhere in the
discourse (e.g., she, it, this ).

ReplyNew Comment 167

Click to rate

Scouse17, Liverpool, United Kingdom, 4 hours ago

Shame on them. I'm suck to death of conversations about pronouns. Misgender me all you like I
honestly couldn't care less.

ReplyNew Comment 267

Click to rate

Spanet Po, canton, United States, 3 hours ago

I don't understand it either! Why didn't they take the time to explain it to her! No one knows how to
talk anymore for fear of offending a small group in society! Bur they don't care about offending a 90
year old whose given most of her life to help people! Hypocrites!

ReplyNew Comment 267

etc etc, Somewhere, United States, 4 hours ago

Ugh, I've never seen such a multitude of gross discrimination in the name of "Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion." -- It's the National Multiple Sclerosis Society's loss. Other nonprofit groups would be so
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on GMA
Comedienne's big day

Renee Zellweger, 54,
looks loved-up with
rumored fiance Ant
Anstead, 44 as pair
share a kiss on pre-
Valentine's Day outing
Bridget Jones' Diary star 

Here are the most
romantic movies of all
time REVEALED - and
The Notebook isn't in
the top spot!
Revealed just in time for a
Valentine's Day marathon

Godzilla and Kong
prepare to go to war
against an unseen
threat in new action-
packed trailer for
Godzilla x Kong: The
New Empire
Inside the new movie 

Megan Fox goes viral
as fans react to her
changing appearance in
Vegas selfie with Taylor
Swift: 'What happened
to her face?'
She looks unrecognizable

Bob Marley: One Love
biopic is praised by
fans who say the film is
'amazing' and predict it
will be a 'box office
success'
It's so far a hit with fans 

Harry and
Meghan arrive in
Canada for Invictus
Games event after icy
Sussex.com Royal row
as it emerges palace
were NOT consulted
about new rebrand 

EXCLUSIVE

Watch Travis Kelce's
hilarious reaction to
seeing girlfriend Taylor
Swift chug her drink at
the Super Bowl for the
first time: 'She's done
this before'
She supported her man 

Kourtney Kardashian
puts on a very cheeky
display as she suffers a
wardrobe malfunction in
an oversized shirt while
visiting farm in Australia
Wore a very baggy shirt

Ivanka Trump puts on
VERY glam Galentine's
Day display in a figure-
hugging pink dress -
after Jared Kushner
confirmed he WON'T
join Donald's White
House

Widow, 75, and
backing singer for
Fleetwood Mac, talks of
falling in love with a
man who looked just
like her late husband -
but he was a scammer 
She lost $1 MILLION 

Jennifer Lopez didn't
wear the wedding dress
from Jersey Girl when
she married Ben Affleck
in Vegas: 'I just had a
dress, it's not from a
movie'
Spoke of wedding dress 

I quit dating but men
won't stop begging me
to marry them and take
their virginity - they
even send lavish gifts to
try and woo me
Inundated with letters

Taylor Swift touches
down in Melbourne on
her luxury private jet
ahead of her first
Australian Eras Tour
show at the MCG
Singer is Down Under 

Kanye West denies
claims that Taylor Swift
got him kicked out of
the Super Bowl for
buying tickets directly
in front of her VIP suite
to steal the limelight
Said that wasn't the case

Vincent Cassel, 57,
shows off his shirtless
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happy to have such a dedicated volunteer!

ReplyNew Comment 66

Click to rate

Backerdefense, Boston, United States, 49 minutes ago

From their website The National MS Society has a zero-tolerance policy regarding harassment of
our staff, volunteers and all people affected by MS, as outlined in our inclusion policy. Fran itkof
has been bullied and harassed.

ReplyNew Comment 066

Click to rate

BK, Pgh, United States, 3 hours ago

I'd probably be fired from any job that would force me to use pronouns on my email signature. I
don't care what anyone else does but if you can choose whatever pronouns you want I should be
able to choose just being me which means I don't want or need to designate my pronouns. I'd go
to the ACLU but they probably wouldn't take my case. This organization should be ashamed of
themselves. She doesn't get it bc it's absurd. She wasn't trying to disrespect anyone she is 90 ffs.

ReplyNew Comment 266

Click to rate

CerealScaleJeep, Chicago, United States, 27 minutes ago

F your pronouns, and your DEI. The stupidity of the ThickTok generation is appalling.

ReplyNew Comment 065

Click to rate

worldgoesby, Southeast, United States, 47 minutes ago

Adding pronouns after your name doesn't change who you are nor does it make you a better
person........

ReplyNew Comment 065

Click to rate

bigChili, DAL, United States, 19 minutes ago

"In the name of Inclusion, we're kicking you out." These people are a special kind of stupid.

ReplyNew Comment 165

Click to rate

Life Is Very Good, Cape Cod, United States, 1 hour ago

The way a society treats it's elderly says a lot about the chracter of its people and its viability.

ReplyNew Comment 064

Click to rate

HVMom, PB, United States, 55 minutes ago

I can't imagine that what the MS Society is doing is legal. You can't compel people to adopt these
ridiculous guidelines. The MS Society will not be getting any of my money.

ReplyNew Comment 064

Click to rate

Hadenough2023, New Orleans, United States, 49 minutes ago

Agreed.
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physique as he joins
his scantily-clad
girlfriend Narah
Baptista, 27, in
matching silver outfits
at Rio Carnival
The couple were in Brazil 

Netflix
drama Scoop contains
hidden 'slights' about
Emily Maitlis: Inside the
feud between BBC star
and the producer
behind infamous Prince
Andrew interview

EXCLUSIVE

Watch the bizarre
moment UFC chief Dana
White storms off Howie
Mandel's show after
host spent 30 seconds
singing his praises: 'I
am so f***ing tired of
doing podcasts'

Geri Halliwell 'fears
her life will unravel'
amid husband Christian
Horner's 'inappropriate
behaviour' probe - as
Red Bull boss is seen
laughing at F1 test
Former Spice Girl

Downton
Abbey returns! Delight
for fans as filming
secretly starts on a new
series of the show in
surprise comeback

EXCLUSIVE

Demi Lovato says the
'best part' of her
relationship with fiance
Jordan Lutes is being
their 'goofiest selves
together' - as she opens
up on The Drew
Barrymore Show

The top 20 romantic
films to watch On
Demand this Valentine's
Day: Our critics sift
through hundreds of
options to choose the
best movies to make
out to

Zendaya catches the
eye with a long braid
hairstyle as she cuts a
chic figure at star-
studded Dune: Part Two
photocall in London
Promoted her new movie 

Beyonce fans force
country music radio
station into a dramatic
U-turn after they
REFUSED to play her
new single Texas Hold
'Em
She's changing genres 

Emily Ratajkowski
bundles up for
Valentine's Day stroll in
NYC... ahead of return
to acting in Netflix
comedy series Too
Much
Wrapped up for the chill

Jennifer Garner keeps
it sporty and stylish in
leggings and chic coat
for stroll with pal in LA
The actress, 51, was
dressed casually chic

Rachel Brosnahan
goes goth chic in edgy
black thigh-slit skirt
with tiny crop top for
Michael Kors NYFW
show
Rachel flashed her midriff

Kelsea Ballerini and
her 'sweet man' Chase
Stokes are spending
Valentine's Day apart
from each other
Country crooner and
Outer Banks actor 

Sidemen fans left
FURIOUS after new
Netflix documentary
launches: 'I'm going to
cry!'
Fans of YouTube group
The Sidemen are furious

Kylie Kelce refused to
wear Chiefs gear at the
Super Bowl due to her
love for the Eagles,
Jason reveals... as he
opens up on why he
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wore Kansas City
overalls

Meghan Markle wears
Princess Diana's Cartier
watch in portrait by her
friend Misan Harriman -
released to announce
deal with female-
founded Lemonada
Media

Chic Zendaya shares
an air kiss with Florence
Pugh as the leading
ladies join their co-star
Timothée Chalamet
at Dune: Part Two
photocall in London
Promoting their new film 

Travis Kelce goes from
Vegas to Hollywood -
with a little help from
Biden - with Chiefs star
set to 'serve as
executive producer' for
new indie movie 'My
Dead Friend Zoe'

Jason Kelce says it
was 'overwhelming' to
share Super Bowl suite
with Taylor Swift as it
opened his eyes to the
attention she 'has to
deal with'
Philadelphia Eagles star

Daisy Lowe shows off
her incredible figure in
bright pink lace lingerie
for Valentine's Day as
she preaches 'self love'
and says she 'can't wait
to cuddle up' to her
fiancé

Queen Margrethe of
Denmark posts a
touching message
thanking royal fans for
the 'great and warm'
tributes she received on
her abdication
She gave up her crown 

Jennifer Lopez shows
off her legs in sheer
gown as she exchanges
loving glances with
husband Ben Affleck at
This Is Me... Now: A
Love Story premiere

Taylor Swift and Travis
Kelce's epic power
couple hangout with
Megan Fox and Machine
Gun Kelly: A-list lovers
party the night away in
Vegas

Harry and Meghan's
'provocative' new
Sussex.com website 'is
a betrayal of their
agreement with the late
Queen'
Controversial website

Netflix viewers left
shocked at 'crazy and
wild' true crime movie
as they brand it 'creepy'
Netflix fans are going wild
over the 'creepy' new true
crime documentary

Taylor Swift fans track
her flight path from
Hawaii to Melbourne
Why thousands tracked
this flight across the
Pacific 

You're famous? So,
what! Pink is denied
entry into harborside
Australian club in
awkward gaffe: 'They
just turfed her out!'
Singer is Down Under

Travis Kelce jokes he
looked like 'a black
disco ball' in his Super
Bowl outfit as he claims
he 'didn't have to really
think' about the custom
sequined suit
Wore all-black with Taylor 

Katherine
Schwarzenegger slams
'medical system' for 'not
paying enough attention
to mothers' after
childbirth - as she
opens up about the
struggles she faced

King Charles leaves
Clarence House after
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receiving more cancer
treatment in London - as
he heads back to his
Sandringham estate

Dior's royally glam
new muse! Model
Alessandra de Osma
who was 14 when she
first met Prince
Christian, 17, has
quietly become a
fashion powerhouse

Business by day and
femme fatale at night!
Retrofete delivers
powerful fall collection
inspired by the alpha
female during NYFW
The sophomore collection

Jason Kelce reveals
why he didn't join
brother Travis on the
field for Super Bowl
celebrations... and
blames 'casino
smokers' for his cough

Rod Stewart sparks
surprise feud with Ed
Sheeran as he claims
not to know any songs
by 'old ginger b*****ks'
and says his music
won't stand test of time
unlike George Ezra

Kourtney Kardashian
reveals she conceived
baby Rocky with
husband Travis Barker
'one year ago' on luxury
Utah vacation... as she
braves the snow in a
skimpy red bikini

How moving to
London was key in Bob
Marley's meteoric rise
to fame, penning One
Love and Three Little
Birds in the UK - but the
reggae star always kept
a bit of Jamaica

Chanel and Dior's
fashion rivalry woven
into the grim tapestry of
war: Ex-Vogue editor
ALEXANDRA SHULMAN
reviews The New Look
series on the fashion
legends

Kim Kardashian
shares Las Vegas party
snaps after reality star
was ridiculed on social
media for her boring
Super Bowl box
Wore her cowboy hat

Beyonce rocks her
cowboy hat and
sparkling suit as she
and mom Tina Knowles
attend Luar show... after
announcing her country
album
Moving into a new genre

Elizabeth Hurley wows
in a risqué black lace
dress as she joins
dapper son Damian at
Tod's Cocktail Party
during New York
Fashion Week
She's a fashion icon at 58

Queen Camilla
admires a painting of
Princess Charlotte as
she attends artist studio
in London while King
Charles undergoes
cancer treatment in
London

Penny Lancaster dons
glam black mini dress
and dances the night
away as she makes
cameo in her husband
Rod Stewart's latest
music video
Pennies From Heaven 

Dakota Johnson
shakes off savage
Madame Web reviews
as she hits red carpet in
another racy frock in
Mexico after critics
brand it the 'worst
comic book movie ever'

Kaia Gerber, 22, 'didn't
realize' how 'iconic'
mother Cindy Crawford,
57, was until she was
watching a
documentary about the
supermodel last year
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Completely out of touch

Joe Alwyn makes a
Swift exit from the
Dunhill pre-BAFTA
dinner as he piles into a
taxi with Ellie Bamber
and Saffron Hocking
Actor is Taylor Swift's ex

Sofia Vergara stuns in
busty lace gown
while Alessandra
Ambrosio dons elegant
white cape as they
attend designer Peter
Dundas' party in WeHo
Were dressed to the nines

Monty Python star
John Cleese defends
'hard-working and
pleasant' Holly Gilliam
after co-star Eric Idle
'blamed her for the
financial disaster' of
comedy troupe

Simone Biles and her
NFL star husband
Jonathan Owens share
a glimpse of their
massive waterfront
Texas mansion... as
construction enters its
sixth month

Victoria Beckham's
Valentine's gets off on
the wrong foot after she
suffers a gym injury and
David pokes fun at his
wife's 'massive toe' as
the couple celebrate
Celebrated Valentine's 

Bella Thorne puts on a
smitten display with her
fiancé Mark Emms while
showcasing her curves
in a black zip-up dress
at amfAR NYFW party
Showcased her figure

Hot Ones host Sean
Evans keeps his
personal life as spicy as
his show as he dates a
PORN STAR - and they
attended the Super
Bowl together
He has a new romance

Megyn Kelly slams
Meghan Markle's claim
she is a 'feminist' on
new Sussex.com
website and says her
behavior toward Kate
Middleton proves she is
not
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Investigators search for answers
in deadly mass shooting at…
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Trump Faces Pivotal Hearing in
Manhattan Criminal Case
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Vladimir Putin just did Donald
Trump a big favor

See more versionsBusiness Insider · 4

Russia Rejects US Fears Over
Russian Nuclear Weapons In…

See more versionsForbes · 1hr ago

Middle East Crisis: Israeli Forces
Raid Hospital Complex in…
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SpaceX Launches US Company’s
Moon Lander In Historic Bid To…
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Fani Willis: Judge considers
removing Georgia attorney from…
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House Republican who oversaw
Mayorkas impeachment won't ru…
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Lawmakers scramble for Plan B
on Ukraine
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Nikki Haley has gained ground —
but GOP rules mean it may resul…
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